We discuss several problems concerning domain walls in the spin-S Ising model at zero temeprature in a magnetic field, H/(2S), applied in the x direction. Some results are also given for the planar (y-z) model in a transverse field. We treat the quantum problem in one dimension by perturbation theory at small H and numerically over a large range of H. We obtain the spin-density profile by fixing the spins at opposite ends of the chain to have opposite signs of S z . One dimensional is special in that there the quantum width of the wall is proportional to the size L of the system. We also study the quantitative features of the "particle" band which extends up to energies of order H above the ground state. Except for the planar limit, this particle band is well separated from excitations having energy J/S involving creation of more walls. At large S this particle band develops energy gaps and the lowest subband has tunnel splittings of order H2 1−2S . This scale of of energy gives rise to anomalous scaling with respect to (a) finite size, (b) temperature, or (c) random potentials. The intrinsic width of the domain wall and the pinning energy are also defined and calculated in certain limiting cases. The general conclusion is that quantum effects prevent the wall from being sharp and in higher dimension would prevent sudden excursions in the configuration of the wall.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the study of interfaces with nontrivial geometry. Such interfaces arise in a variety of situations including domain walls in random magnets, fluid invasion in porous media, spreading on heterogeneous surfaces, membranes and vesicles in biology, and epitaxial growth in materials science.
In connection with such problems it is natural to ask whether quantum effects play a significant role. For static properties it is well established that in nonrandom systems, such as a spin S antiferromagnet, with only a nearest-neighbor exchange interaction J, there are various regimes. Near the critical temperature at T~J S2, thermal fluctuations are dominant. In the ordered phase, as long as T,/S « T « T"quantum effects due to the finiteness of S are unimportant. For T ( T,/S one is in a quantum regime, where the quantum statistics of spin waves and their interactions leads to dependences on S and T not present in the classical (S -+ oo) limit.
Heuristic arguments indicate that quantum effects could influence the nature of domain walls in spin systems. In the picture in which the trajectory of the domain wall is likened to the trajectory of a particle in space as a function of time, quantum effects cause a smearing out of the trajectory. For such a system analytic and numerical work is obviously very dificult. Accordingly, we have been led to carry out a program of analytic work for quantum domain walls in one dimension. For this purpose we consider domain walls at zero temperature T in the spin S Ising model (with nearest-neighbor exchange coupling J) in a transverse field H, whose Hamiltonian 1s 'R~i = -) S (n) -) S(n)S, (n+ 1), (1) H J where S(n) is a quantum spin S operator at site n.
To study domain walls in this model we introduce boundary conditions in which the spin at one end of the chain is fixed to be "up" and that at the other end is fixed to be "down. " This model has some interest in its own right. For S = 1/2 its properties can, in principle, be related to those of the associated free We may summarize our results for the one-dimensional model as follows. The magnetization profile has a width of order the length of the chain. The low-lying excited states comprise a manifold of "particle" states, which results when the center of the wall propagates &om site to site. These results are easily understood within perturbation theory in H/ J. In the classical limit the width of the wall is of order the correlation length, i.e. , it is of order a lattice constant, as long as one is far from the critical regime at H -2J, above which long-range order disappears. In the classical limit and for small H/J, we evaluate a barrier energy, analogous to the Peierls-Nabarro energy, which prevents the &ee motion of the domain wall. When the correlation length becomes very large this barrier energy becomes small and since it is harder to calculate in this limit, we did not attempt such calculations. It would be interesting to calculate this energy for a quantum system, but in the present case, since the width of the wall is of order I, we can say that this barrier energy vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. Also, in the large S limit, we find that the quantum hopping of the domain wall from one site to the next is actually analogous to a tunneling process, so that the hopping matrix element is not of order H, as it is for the low-spin case, but is now of order H exp( -aS), where a = ln 2.
It would be of some interest to recover this result within a field theory of one space and one time dimension to describe such a quantum effect.
BrieHy, this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the class of models we will analyze in one dimension. In Sec. III we give numerical results for the magnetization profile for S = 1/2, S = 1, and S = 3/2 and compare these to analytic results we obtain using perturbation theory in the small H/J limit. In Sec. IV we give analytic results for large S. The classical results for S = oo are given both in the continuum limit (i.e. , when the wall is very broad) and in the discrete limit (when the wall is very narrow). Here we also analyze the quantum system for large S. In Sec. V we give various results concerning the nature of the energy spectrum in the presence of a domain wall. We give numerical and analytic results for the nature of the particle spectrum caused by the Inatrix element which allows the wall to hop from one site to the next. Finally, in Sec. VI we summarize the conclusions to be drawn &om our work. tions begin to develop between neighboring spins) is of order J independent of S. To discuss domain walls, the spins S(0) and S(1 + 1) will be fixed by boundary conditions, as discussed below. Thus I is the number of "active" spins in the chain. We will often use the notation h = H/J We will also consider the "yz" model in a transverse field, for which the Hamiltonian is =1 n, =O x(S, (n)S, (n+ 1) + eS"(n)S"(n+ 1)) . (3) The most important difference between these two models is that the interaction term (proportional to e) in 'R&, allows the spins to tip away &om the z axis. For H = 0 and with kee-end boundary conditions, the "y-z" model with e = 1 has the continuous U (1) Fig. 1 for spin S = 2, where one sees (at zero temperature) the disordered phase (D), the ordered ferromagnetic Ising phase (E), and the ordered oscillatory phase (0). In both ordered phases the spontaneous magnetization (S,(n) ) is nonvanishing (where ( ) denotes the thermodynamic average at temperature T). However, the (connected) two-point correlation function, G(R) = (S,(R)S,(0))-(S,(R))(S, (0) To discuss the width and energy of a domain wall, we shall work with "up-down" boundary conditions, in which we require S,(0) = -S,(I. +1) = S.
II. DEFINITION OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL

MODELS
The first one-dimensional model we consider is the spin S Ising model in a transverse field, with the Hamiltonian
This formulation of the model has the advantages that (a) the domain-wall energy (for H = 0) is independent of the value of S and is equal to J, and (b) the mean-field transition temperature To (at which significant correlaWe can then study the profile of the wall by evaluating M(n) = (0~S, (n)~0)/S, where~0 ) denotes the ground state. As we discuss in more detail below, in order to obtain a spin profile for a quantum system, antiperiodic boundary conditions which introduce a boundary coupling (K/2) S,(0)S,(5+1) cannot be used in a naive way. However, for a classical system such antiperiodic boundary conditions will prove convenient. The energy of the domain wall E is defined to be E = E -E~, where E is the energy with "up-down" or antiperiodic boundary conditions and E" that with "up-up" or periodic boundary conditions. Fig. 3 , that the overall shape of the profile is not a peculiarity of having spin S = 2. Rather, we see that the profiles obtained with the parameters e = 0 and 6 = O. l [Fig. 3(a)] and 6 = 0.5 [ Fig. 3 
mz(z) = Mz(zL) = 1 -2z+ 1 sin(2pzn) .
P7r
We set n = xL and work in the limit of infinite L.
Thereby we find our results for S = 1/2 and S = 1 are indistinguishable.
When S ) 1, one has to account for the fact that to move the wall through one lattice constant involves matrix elements which depend on the initial and final values of S,.
This case will be considered later.
In Fig. 3 
In particular, this reproduces the steps in mi (r) observed numerically. Now, taking the continuum limit, it is easy to see that the width of the terraces decreases as L -+ oo and that m(x) + m(z) + O(1/L). We therefore suggest that the phenomenon observed in Fig. 7 is a type of finite-size effect. As L -+ oo, the steplike and asymmetric profiles found for I finite will converge towards a smooth and symmetric limit function.
At least for h m 0, this limit function appears to show a simple relationship with the profiles previously found in the E phase. Indeed, our data suggest the following. The profiles for L large as found for h = 0, e P 0 are very close to those obtained for h = h, @(e), e = 0. For small e our analytic work shows this to be true with h, s(e) = e.
For larger e we have the phenomenological result, h,~(e) = +e.
Evidence for this is provided in Fig. 7 , where some profiles found for h = 0 and e g 0 (data points) are collapsed with profiles calculated with h = h, s(e).
IV. PROFILES AT LARGE S
In this section we obtain several analytic results in the system. Then we treat the quantum system with S large, but not infinite.
To treat the classical (S = oo) system, we write
The continuum limit of this equation is
S (n)/S = cosP", S,(n)/S = sing", where P is a continuous classical variable. Then the energy of the classical system is I 1 L -1 E = -H) -cos P"--J ) sin P"sin P"+q . (17) n=l n=l
For the classical calculation without a wall, we will adopt periodic boundary conditions, so that PL, +q --Pq and the last term in Eq. (17) runs from n = 1 to n = L. In that case P, = P,~-:a rccos h, where, for convenience, we set
( 1 -h cos P(x) + /1 -h sin P(x) l 
In the classical calculations we will use two types of boundary conditions to generate a wall. The first type of boundary condition is used for the continuum calculation. Here the number of sites is infinite and hence we set P(x = -oo) = -P(oo) = P,q. This continuum calculation is valid when the angle P changes slowly with position, as it does for h 1. The second type of boundary condition is that used in the discrete calculation. Here it is convenient to use antiperiodic boundary conditions in which spins at opposite ends of the chain are coupled antiferromagnetically, with K = J and we require -Z -iĨ n any case, the ground-state energy is found by minimizing E with respect to the P's. Apart from end effects this minimization yields the following conditions (for n = 2, 3, 4, . . . , N -1) which characterize the exact ground state, 1 2 -(sin P"+q + sin P"q) = (H/2 J) tan P"= h tan P". To do that, differentiate the solution above with respect tozatx=0:
A. Classical continuum limit where we used P(0) = 0. This gives For small h the angle P will change abruptly at the domain wall and we will treat this case in the next subsection. As h increases (up to the critical value h = 1), will become a smoother function of n. In that case, a continuum approximation for P makes sense. To treat the continuum limit for h 1, we set sing = y(x) = sing(x), where x = na, whence Eq. (20) 
In this way we hand that e = h, for n ) 1.
Putting these evaluations into Eq. (41), we obtain
where we used the definition that E1(0) = 1. Then the wall energy is Fig. 8 we show the density of states for S = 3 within the manifold W. As Fig. 8 To see this, we look for a scaling behavior of the energy gaps g(i) = E; Eo L -and define finite-size estimates for the exponent 0 using (65). In Table IV, we Table IV and we find 8 = 2 throughout. Similar results are also found for e = 0.1 and 0.5.
Next, we study the finite-size amplitudes a(i)
N~(E, -Eo), with N = I+2. Estimates for the lowest six amplitudes extrapolated to L + oo are shown in Table V , obtained for L even or odd, respectively. %'e find that for L even, the estimates for pairs of amplitudes are quite close to each other and are consistent with being equal. Furthermore, their numerical values are near to the ones found for L odd. Taken together, the present data suggest the simple picture that in the L + oo limit, the amplitudes a(i) should become doubly degenerate and independent of the evenness or oddness of L. Finally, when looking for the amplitude ratios a(i)/a(2), we find the following pattern:
] ( -3 )(L which is consistent with the very same structure (67) of the low-lying amplitudes found on the e = 0 line. This finding is certainly consistent with the relationship between the order-parameter profiles observed earlier (see Fig. 7 ) between systems on the h = 0 and e = 0 lines. In agreement with that prediction, we observe in Fig. 10 It is obvious that the fact that the width of the wall for the quantum model is of order the system size is a result of a quantum superposition of states each of which have a narrow wall. It is tempting, therefore, to introduce a measure of the "intrinsic" width of the wall, which is the minimum width obtainable within the subspace of states under consideration. We emphasize that this concept depends on the subspace of states begin considered. As we vary~, the strength of the y-y coupling, it seems plausible that the character of the low-lying "particle" states may vary. Thus, it would be of interest to introduce a measure of the intrinsic width applicable to this case. For this purpose consider the quantity Q defined as Q = (2S) (10) 311 (9) 325 (10) to the inverse participation ratio introduced to characterize localized and extended states of an electron in a random potential.
Here we take the subspace~to be 
